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Abstract
In cooperative peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, there are two kinds of illegal users, namely free riders and Sybil
nodes. Free riders are those who try to receive services without any cost. Sybil users are rational peers that
have multiple fake identities. There are some techniques available to detect free riders and Sybil users such as
the tit-for-tat and Sybil guard methods. The free riding prevention methods are easily by-passed by Sybil nodes
and Sybil detection algorithms just focus on the network specifications that are nothing to do with free riders.
There is no technique capable of detecting both of these attacks simultaneously. Therefore, the main objective
of this research work is to propose a single mechanism to detect both kinds of these illegal users based on the
game theory. In fact, an innovative incentive mechanism is designed that cannot be deceived by Sybil nodes.
Obtaining new centrality and bandwidth contribution formulas for this incentive mechanism approach is the
basic idea of this work. The results of this work show that as the life of the network passes, free riders are
identified, and through detecting Sybil nodes, the number of services offered to them will be decreased. By
means of the proposed mechanism, with up to 40% of initial defectors and 10% Sybil nodes, the network can
properly deliver the services.
Keywords: File Sharing Network, P2P Network, Free Rider, Sybil Attack, Incentive Mechanism.
1. Introduction
There is a type of social networking site that, like
the peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, allows a group of
users to make their resources directly available to
the other users using a software. In this case, there
will be a distributed system that operates in a
decentralized self-organized way [1].
The P2P architecture has revolutionized the share
of huge files on the Internet. This design gives each
peer the chance to present in sharing files at the
same time. This contribution is self-directed. In
addition, each node chooses the level of
participation. The achievement of a P2P system is
on the basis of the level of peer participation [2].
The flexible infrastructure of the P2P networks has
multiple cons and probs. Misuse of the system by
some nodes can lead to many obstacles for the
network [3].
Both the provider and the consumer users share
their resources and compete to get more resources

[4]. The services that are provided in these
networks can be the use of shared files, data
storage, bandwidth, computing power, etc. [5]. So
far, several well-known software programs such as
Bit Torrent [6] and Gnutella [7] have been
introduced based on the platform of this network.
Of course, today, BitTorrent is the most successful
of these products [8-10], which is quite evident
with the continuous use of the users and its high
popularity [11].
In the P2P networks’ infrastructure, the users give
or get services. The users can download a file from
others or send them file chunks. Any user uses the
system by receiving a file or spends a resource for
servicing the rest. Based on this plan, any user
attempts to consume maximum services. Free rider
users (or defectors) are willing to receive their files
between the available resources and flee from
giving services to other nodes [5]. This treatment
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can destroy the network and decrease the amount
of files in the system, and consequently, convert the
network into a malformed one. According to a
study conducted in 2005, almost 85% of the nodes
of Gnutella are defectors, and just less than 1% of
the nodes provide services voluntarily [12].
In a P2P network, there is no base supervisor server
to monitor the performance of the peers. Therefore,
it is very difficult to detect malicious behaviors. An
essential issue is to manage the nodes and
encourage them to cooperate. The essential
methods available to create cooperative activities
in such networks are reputation and trust. The
researchers have conducted multiple methods by
means of trust approximation, user’s reputation
data, and punishing the defectors [13].
Due to the danger of free riding in the P2P
networks, in the recent years, some researchers
have tried to use new methods to design innovative
algorithms for curbing free-rider's activities [14].
As mentioned earlier, file sharing networks are also
vulnerable to free riding. Hence, some researchers
have been trying to tackle the free riding problem
exclusively in this kind of network. Designing a
new file-sharing platform from scratch is one
possible solution [15].
Apart from the free riding problem and its
solutions, Sybil attack is an emerging problem in
the social networks. Predicting Sybil activities in
order to contain them and detecting malicious
profiles are already the tested methods, especially
in large-scale social networks [16, 17]. By the
growth of the size of the P2P networks, it is
essential to employ new methods for its
fundamental problems. Considering a network in
the size of twitter, eliminating free riders and
curbing Sybil attacks could be far more difficult.
Therefore, an incentive mechanism and game
theory-based approaches have been applied to the
networks in the recent years. Nevertheless, using
the hybrid approaches can take the full advantage
of various methods simultaneously [18, 19, 20].
This paper is based on a comprehensive research
work on defeating the attackers in the p2p
networks. The process of this work started with the
problem definition. The main objective of the work
was to cope with free riders and Sybil nodes. The
major question was how we could use an incentive
mechanism in order to reduce the network attacks.
Reviewing the previous works was the first step
toward solving the problem. After specification of
the problem background, a new approach was
designed. The proposed method was assessed
through a generally generated network. The final
report showed the efficiency of the new approach.
Figure 1 shows the research methodology.
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Figure 1. Research methodology.

The rest of this article has been arranged as what
follows. The second section describes the previous
methods. Section 3 describes the network structure
on which the proposed method has been worked
on. Section 4 gives a brief account of the concepts
of the game theory and the design mechanism.
Section 5 suggests the proposed method. Section 6
explains the implementation and evaluation
processes. Finally, conclusions and summarization
are given in Section 7.
2. Related works
The trust and reputation mechanisms have been
widely used in order to prevent the selfish behavior
of free rides [21,22]. In this way, a record is created
for the node in the system lifetime; thus the users
with the best reputation will be selected for
exchanging the files. So far, in most works, an
incentive mechanism designed by means of the
game theory (cooperative model and noncooperative model) has been used [23,24].
At a minimum payment system, a user is rewarded
or credited after each operation with a unit of
virtual money by either the system or by the user
who gains profit, taking the sending of a message
or the uploading of a file in response to a request.
The minimum payment incentive system was
analyzed based on the game theory. In this
investigation, the difference between the minimum
payment incentive systems was evaluated in
comparison with the other incentive systems [25].
Lian has proposed an incentive system based on
Tit-for-Tat and Eigen Trust that generates
preferences for well-behaved nodes, while
correctly punishing the colluders [26]. Centeno has
suggested an incentive mechanism based on Qlearning in order to persuade the users to act in a
right way [27]. Cui has proposed a new probing
structure based on the evolutionary game model to
analyze the efficiency of the motivation
mechanism. Chunk exchange between the users are
considered as the sender-receiver game model to
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cover both types of functionality in users [5].
GaMe-PLive is a new structure for P2P streaming
based on the game theory. The main achievements
of this method are avoiding free-riding and
reduction of the loss of data broadcast [28]. Mahini
has suggested a new collaborative streaming
method by means of the game model and data
coding. Interaction of the users was implemented
by the Beer-Quiche game. The Nash equilibrium of
the proposed method shows that the proposed game
works as an incentive mechanism. This method can
detect and punish malicious users [29].
The lack of base controller in the P2P systems
makes them weak against several attacks such as
the existence of Sybil nodes [30]. This kind of
nodes tries to breach the network rules by means of
collusion and gain of the maximum profit [31]. A
Sybil attacker uses multiple fake names (ID) in the
system. Even though it has been proven that
entirely removing the Sybil attackers is not
possible, many research works have been
conducted to control this kind of attack [30].
Rowaihy has proposed a new method that can
identify the Sybil node’s ID by means of their IP
address [32]. Dinger and Hartenstein have
suggested an algorithm named "self-registration",
where one ID registers itself through r other users
[33].
The routing strategies are developed by means of a
graph named Bootstrap Graph extracted from an
interaction model among the users [34]. Haifeng et
al. have suggested the Sybil Guard that is a
distributed algorithm to restrict the entry of Sybils.
In this paper, by making an Attack Verge among
the users and setting up a track between nodes, it is
shown that creating a trusting relationship is
possible only between honest nodes, and although
Sybil nodes have many edges, they are not capable
of setting a trusting interaction. Such Sybil
attackers cannot reach their purposes [35].
Xu et al. have suggested an algorithm called
SRNC, where each attack edge runs with executive
order O (1) that shows a better performance
compared to the Sybil Limit algorithm with a
temporal function [31]. Shareh et al. have proposed
a mechanism that can defect free riding and Sybil
attack simultaneously. In this mechanism, a new
reputation formula has been used to track the peer’s
activities in the network. The reputation formula
can penalize malicious users [36].
Liu et al. have developed a protocol called ANS to
identify the unknown nodes with an intelligent
policy and cut off its relationship with its neighbors
[16].
The authors in [3] have proposed a motivation
mechanism based on the reputation for the P2P

networks. The proposed mechanism consists of
two main features. The first one is all nodes that
have a trust number calculated to analyze the
reputation grade precisely. The second feature is a
stable service provided to the trusted and loyal
nodes. The level of granted service depends on the
value of the user’s reputation [3].
A few articles have focused on the comparison of
the presented incentive mechanisms. In [2], some
of the recent methods have been analyzed on the
same network to calculate the efficiency of each.
The Peer Communications Network is the base for
deciding about the performance of each algorithm
[2].
A new method based on the game theory has been
developed that can reduce the impact of free riders
on the Bit Torrent. The proposed model has
considered two different modes for un-choking.
The first one is the optimistic mode and the other
one is a regular mode. The results obtained are
analyzed in comparison with the Bit Torrent’s main
choking algorithm [37].
3. System model
In this section, a brief explanation about the system
used for the proposed method has been presented.
3.1. P2P networks
The P2P system is a distributed infrastructure
whose files and services are spread among nodes.
The files and services are exchanged among the
users without the help of any server. The P2P
system permits nodes to share new files and
concurrently use the other node’s files [24].
The pattern of managing in this system leads it to
get larger rapidly and have numerous files. Joining
new nodes to the system can improve the network
power and diversity. Due to the duplicated data
among the users, there is no single point of failure
[24].
3.2. P2P file-sharing networks
In the recent years, sharing files has been an
important usage of the P2P systems. There are
three kinds of file-sharing networks. The first one
is pure, the second one is centralized, and the third
one is a hybrid system. These classes are based on
the presence or absence of a central server. The
method proposed in this paper is based on a hybrid
system [36].
Joining the users in the system is autonomously.
The bandwidth contribution and service level
depend on the nodes. The interaction of nodes is
modeled by means of a random graph that does not
have any particular topology. The edges of the
graph are based on the demanded chunks. This is
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an active graph that updates in each interaction
step. The chunks of each file will be sent to a
number of users. Then these users swap the chunks.
As a result, all demanders will give the file. The
distributed servers have an important role to save
the treatment of peers in each step of file sharing.
Using this information, the peers who have been
found to have a malicious function on the network
can be recognized and the service delivered to them
can be limited. In order to achieve scalability in the
P2P network, communications among the servers
are handled based on the Chord algorithm. By
means of this algorithm, the downloading cost from
the servers will be low. The downloaded data is the
best criterion for servicing other nodes. Figure 2
shows an overview of the network model.

Figure 2. An overview of the P2P file-sharing network.

4. Game theory and mechanism design
Since the method proposed in this paper has been
developed based on the game theory and
mechanism design, here, more explanations and a
literatures review of both mentioned techniques are
presented.
4.1. Game theory
Game theory, a mathematical method invented in
the 1950s, has attracted the attentions of many
researchers working in various scopes of science
from banking and finances, computer engineering,
social science, and communication in computer
networks. The game theory has a lot of capabilities
in communication and distributed system
controlling. Therefore, it has been widely
employed in computer networks and decentralized
systems.
Nash equilibrium and motivation are the most
important tools in the game theory. By means of
these tools, the user’s treatment and decisions can
be computed. Indeed, the game theory makes a
strong mathematical structure available for
analyzing treatment of the users and connections
among them. Besides, it is fundamentally
distributed and provides an infrastructure for

designing the distributed methods in a resource
allocation problem. Furthermore, many standard
game equations have been extended in the recent
years, some involved in the evolutionary game
model [38].
The evolutionary gaming approach was first
proposed by Maynard in 1972, where the analytical
method was integrated with a dynamic evolution
process. In order to study the complex system [39],
the need for the complex calculation in the Nash
Equilibrium networks has highlighted the
importance of the evolutionary gaming approach as
an alternative method for solving the problems.
The evolutionary game theory has been argued to
be superior to the Nash Equilibrium approach in the
case of offering a more efficient and stable
problem-solving method. The evolutionary game
theory has been derived from the genetic
population model. This method is different from
the classic game models as it focuses more on the
changes in strategy rather than balancing the
strategy. This approach has attracted the attention
of the economists. The evolutionary game model is
based on a test-and-trial process, giving an insight
on identifying the best strategies [4].
4.2. Mechanism design
The mechanism design is an important field in
economics, which leads to a mathematical
viewpoint in economics. Thanks to the mechanism
design, the economic researchers can design the
algorithms, standards, and systems like computer
scientists do. It is a strong structure for the social
behavior design. Social behavior is a collection of
the user’s decisions among multiple strategies. The
mechanism design provides a framework to
persuade the users to select a good social behavior.
Participants of the society are completely
autonomous, and their strategy selection is in a
game theoretic manner [40].
In the recent fifty years, the game theory and the
mechanism design have been widely used in the
engineering and computer sciences. In particular,
the game theory and the mechanism design have
been used as a significant structure to model and
analyze the distributed problems in the
environments involving numerous users that
interact rationally and intelligently. The noncooperative and incomplete information games are
used in the mechanism design. The mechanism
design tries to unveil the private information of the
users. It also suggests the best social response to
each user’s strategy. Indeed, the mechanism design
can be considered as the reverse engineering of the
game theory. In other words, it is the art of
designing the desired game rules to achieve a
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specific result. Designing proper regulations that
can satisfy the objectives of the system is the main
concern of the mechanism design [41].
5. Proposed method
The proposed mechanism is in such a way that free
riders are removed from the system or are forced to
change the strategies, and the players tend not to
collude and deviate from the game. The new
mechanism has the capability of detecting free
riders and Sybil nodes simultaneously. In fact, the
mechanism has been designed to detect free riders
but the notion of curbing Sybil nodes has been
embedded in the heart of the mechanism.
This mechanism is based on reputation. The users’
activities are kept in the network to calculate the
amount of their reputation and receive a service in
accordance with the reputation value. Therefore,
the main activities of each peer are effective in its
future. At each step of the game, the reputation of
each peer is calculated from Equation (1):
(1)
i  aC i  b (S i  B i )
where:
 i is the amount of the ith peer reputation,

C i is the amount of the ith peer centrality,

S i is the amount of the ith peer stability,
B i is the amount of sharing the ith peer bandwidth,
and 𝑎 and 𝑏 are two constant coefficients with the
sum of one that determines the importance of each
indicator.
The way to calculate C i , S i , and B i will be
explained below. Equation (2) defines when node
i will be a free rider.  is the average peers'
reputation.
(2)
 
i

A free rider can increase the amount of  i with file
sharing, staying in the system and bandwidth
allocation. The amount of  i of each user will not
be lost with his/her departure. However, the
amount of S i in every departure will reset. This
aims to eliminate “white washers”.
5.1. Calculating 𝑪𝒊
In order to detect a Sybil attack, the chunk
exchanging graph is stored in the adjacency matrix
form. It is a weighted and directed matrix. The edge
weight shows the number of chunks, and the edge’s
direction shows the sender and the receiver. With
this graph, the amount of C i will be calculated. The
nodes that have more social relationships take more

C i . In this case, if two Sybil nodes permanently
send chunks to each other, their centrality is
reduced, and they will lose their reputation. In fact,
by using C i in the reputation formula, the deviation
in the game will be prevented. Suppose that the
M n n matrix is the exchanged chunks, where n
represents the number of peers. The centrality of
the k th peer( C k ) is calculated by Equation (3):
M  k ,i 

  

 M i , k 
n

Ck

i 1
n

j

j 1

(3)

i 1

where,   1 is a reduction coefficient that is close
to 1. For example, using   0.9 , if one peer takes
two chunks and gives two chunks to two peers, then
its centrality will be 2 / 2  1, while if it takes two
chunks and gives two chunks to one peer, then its
centrality will be 1.9 / 2  0.95 . Therefore, the
amount of centrality for the peers that have
conspired will gradually decrease. It can be said
that centrality shows the amount of each node’s
generosity.
5.2. Calculating 𝑺𝒊
In order to create motivation to continue working
in the P2P systems, a parameter called stability will
affect the reputation of each node. Stability is any
peer’s willingness to stay in the system, and is
calculated using Equation (4).

 t

S k  min  k ,1
 2*t avg 



(4)

where:
S k is the stability of k in the system,

t k is the time of peer k work in the current
session, and 𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the mean stability of nodes in
the system.
If S k becomes more than one, it will turn into one.
With each exit of peer k , its t k amount will be
reset to zero. Thus the P2P systems can somewhat
undermine the effectiveness of “white-washers” in
the system.
5.3. Calculating 𝑩𝒊
B i is the amount of bandwidth to be shared by peer
i . This parameter causes the heterogeneity of
bandwidth in a P2P network to have no effect on
the system performance. Reaching equilibrium
based on a low bandwidth will affect the
performance of the entire system. The bandwidth
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contribution rate is calculated by the functions
shown in Equation (5).
(5)
B  f  B , B   log (B  1)
i

s

h

B h 1

s

where:
B s is the amount of shared bandwidth, and B h is
the maximum bandwidth of peer i .
The following equations ((6), (7), (8)) define the
attributes of Eq. (6), which has led to the selection
of this function.
(6)
f (0, B s )  0

f (B h , B h )  1
f (kB s , kB h )  f (B s , B h )

(7)
(8)

The third attribute that has been presented by Eq.
(8) shows that a peer with less bandwidth must
share a larger portion of bandwidth to increase its
𝐵𝑖 factor.
5.4. Game model
Here, the proposed game will be formulated. Game
G is defined as G  N , S ,U , where N is the
set of entire players, S  Defect ,Cooperation 
is the entire strategies, and 𝑈 is the outcome
function that is shown with the following matrix.
Suppose that one peer gains pay-off as much as 
by receiving a chunk from the network. On the
other hand, it consumes its bandwidth as much as
 fraction per each service it presents. In addition,
a peer like 𝑖 improves its centrality factor ( C i ) with
each given service. It considers this value as ∆𝐶𝑖 .
According to the formula proposed for calculating
the reputation, an outcome like a C i will go to
this peer, where the a range is 0,1 . This value is

added to the peer reputation number (  i ) so that it
receives a better service in the next rounds. Now,
the one-step matrix of the file sharing game
between 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 is figured as follows (9):


 0

(9)
aC     aC   


If aC   is greater than zero, then the game

equilibrium will be cooperation/cooperation. For
this purpose, it is enough to calculate a as follows
(10):

aC    0  aC    a 



C

(10)

In (10),  is a fraction of bandwidth that is used to
send a part of the file, and C is the value of
centrality increase. The maximum value of  and

C can be calculated given the general
characteristics of the P2P networks, and thus the
maximum value of the right hand side of the
fraction will be achieved. Now, if factor a is
determined to be more than this value, the game
equilibrium will be cooperation/cooperation. In the
following, a game mode will be explored, where a
Sybil attack is also considered.
It is claimed that the proposed model has the ability
to detect Sybil attacks and can prevent the nodes’
collusion. In fact, it blocks the ways to cheat on the
mechanism and deviation from the game. In order
to prove this claim, the game is modeled into the
situations in which some nodes tend not to collude.
Suppose that each node in the k th step of the game
can choose one of the three strategies namely
defect, collusion or cooperation. The strategy space
will be changed as follows:
S  Defect , Collusion , Contribute 

(11)

Defect is the strategy of a free rider. Contribute is
the strategy of a normal user, and collusion is the
state that one peer gives no services. However, it
reports cooperating via another fake ID to show
itself as a cooperator without incurring bandwidth
and improves its reputation number. In this way,
despite the lack of cooperation with the system, it
is known as a cooperator peer. The game matrix
between two peers i and j can be constructed as
follows:
Defect

0

0

 b C
i
Collusion 
0


b C i  i
Contribute 

j
Defect

Collusion
0
b C j
b C i
b C j
b C i  i
 j  b C j

Contribute



 i  b C i 

b C j   j 

 i  b C i  i 
 j  b C j   j 

i

b C j   j

(10)

With respect to the proposed centrality formula, it
can easily show C  C . Now, given the P2P
file-sharing network characteristics, the reduction
coefficient ( b ) is determined in such a way that for
each peer as 𝑖, the equation b C i  b C i  i is
established, and then the game’s equilibrium will
be cooperation/cooperation. This means that the
users will have no incentive to collude since they
gradually receive less outcome if colluded. If the
previous equation is not established, two states will
exist. First, b C i  b C i  i , in which the
game will have four Nash equilibriums. That is to
say, peers are indifferent between choosing the
cooperation or collusion strategy. Secondly
b C i  b C i  i , where collusion/collusion
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will play the Nash equilibrium. This state is in no
way desirable to a social planner.
5.5. Proving convergence
In this section, it will be shown that if there is any
tension in the game balance, the game will
converge to the equilibrium point. You are required
to make correspondence between this game and
that of the prisoner's dilemma game. The filesharing game has been designed based on

rewarding. We reverse the pay-off of the game to
be like game penalties in the Prisoner's Dilemma.
Thus using the Taylor and Jonker equations [42], it
can be shown that the game will be convergent to
cooperation/cooperation.
5.6. Pseudo-code of proposed method
In the following, we describe the proposed method.
These algorithms work according to the suggested
game model and the reputation formula introduced.

Algorithm 1 : Pi as a Server [36]
1:do{
2:
if (Pj demands c k ){/ / c is a chunk and p is a peer
if (strategy i  Defect or strategy i  Collude )

3:
4:

decline ( p j )

5:

else if (strategy i Cooperate )

6:

deliver (c k , Pj )

7:

else if (strategy i  Reciprocate )

8:

fetch _ Profile (Pj )

9:

if (Pj  freeRider )

10 :

deliver (c k , Pj )

11:

} / /endif

12 :

update (strategy i ) / / By means of EvolutionaryModel

13 :}while (true )

Algorithm 2 : Pi as aClient

[36]

1:do{
2:
demand (Pj ,C k ) for some j , k
3:

if (recieved (c k ))

4:

announce ( positive , Shared _ Bandwidth j , Pj )

5:
6:

else

7:

if (strategy i  Collude )

announce (negative , 0, Peer j )

8:
9:

for each j that Pj Colludes Pi
announce ( positive , Bandwidth j Pj )

10 :while (true )
Pseudo-codes are written in three sections for the
users in server or client mode and for servers.

Algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 are the same as the
algorithms proposed in [36] but algorithm 3 is
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dedicated for this article proposed method.
Algorithm 1 shows the peer function as the server.
If a peer requires a file and sends a request to
another user, it will report the user's performance
to the server. In case the file is received, a positive
report, and otherwise, a negative report will be sent
to the server. The colluder peers performing Sybil
attacks always send a positive report to their
partners. Algorithm 2 shows the function of a user
as a client.

On the other hand, the servers receive the user
performance reports in each round of the game and
store them in the user profile. At the end of each
round, the service graph of each user is modified
and its centrality is calculated. Then using Formula
1, the reputation of each peer is calculated. A user
whose reputation is less than the average of all
users' reputation is known as a free rider.
Algorithm 3 shows the server performance in each
round of the game.

Algorithm 3 :Server
1: do{
2:
for each fetch _ Profile (Pi )
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

if (i   )
send (freeRider )
else
send (not freeRider )
wait for reports
for ech Pi in P 2P file sharing network {

9:

update (C i ) / / Based on proposed centrality

10 :

update (S i ) / / Based on proposed stability formula

11:

update (B i ) / / Based on proposed bandwidth formula

12 :

i  aC i  b (S i  B i )

13 :

} / /end for

14 :
update ( ) / / is average of 
15 :while (true )
6. Results and discussions
The simulation parameters of the proposed method
are listed in table 1. 𝐶 is the cost of providing
service, 𝐶𝑟 is the strategy inquiry cost of a node, 𝑄
is the cost-revenue ratio in a service, 𝐾 is the noise
or error in Fermi Equation [43, 44], and 𝛼 is the
reduction coefficient in Eq (3). 𝑎 and 𝑏 in Eq (1)
are 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. The simulations were
implemented in the Matlab software.
Table 1. Simulation parameters.
Parameter

Value

Population size
Game rounds
Number of neighbors
C:Cost of providing service
Cr: Inquiry cost
Q: Cost/revenue ratio
K: Noise
𝜶: Reduction coefficient

10000
200
8-16
1
0.1
0.35
0.1
0.99

This network has 10,000 users. The bandwidth of
each node is a random number between one and
ten, where each node shares at its disposal a part of
it. The network has been intended as Mesh, and
each node in each game round is associated with
eight random nodes. In each round, each user sends
a request to all of its neighbors, and every neighbor
will respond according to their strategy. Playing
starts with equal percentages of cooperator,
defector users, and reciprocator. A cooperator
provides services in any condition. A defector is a
free rider, and a reciprocator provides service if the
request is not from a defector.
The game’s evolutionary model is done based on
the FERMI equation [43, 44]. Only two colluding
users on the network are supposed to be randomly
distributed in the network. The numerical results in
figure 3 show that by increasing the rounds, the
nodes
proceed
towards
cooperating or
reciprocating to achieve the greatest benefit by
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changing their strategy. The red, green, and blue
colors are assigned to the defector, reciprocator,
and co-operator, respectively.

Figure 3. Simulation results for 200 rounds of the game. Red, green, and blue are assigned to the defector, reciprocator, and
co-operator, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the effect of centrality relation in
detecting Sybil attacks. As the game goes on, the

average consumed service (ACS) of Sybil users
will be decreased.
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Figure 6 shows the strategy distribution in each
game round. As the game goes on, the number of
defectors (free riders) decreases gradually and the
users tend to contribute.

Figure 4. Effect of centrality.

Figure 5 shows the Sybil node compared to the
other nodes in the system. Gradually, more players
identify Sybil nodes. That is why the growth of the
total services they receive is reduced.

Figure 6. Strategy distribution in each game round.

The use of evolutionary games makes it easy to
identify and restrict free-riders. Figure 7 shows the
successful download rate of free-riders and
reciprocators in different game periods. The more
we approach the end of the game, the more freeriders are restricted.
In the simulations conducted, it is assumed that
there are two Colluder users. Figure 8 shows the
average of incoming services in the two hundredth
round of the game for a higher number of Colluder
users.
Figure 5. Identifying Sybil nodes.

Figure 7. Percentage of successful download.

The results obtained show that as the number of
Colluder users increases, the service received by

them will increase accordingly. However, the
provided colluders form a large part of users, the
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amount of service received will be reduced for all
users. With up to 10% of the initial Sybil nodes
(colluders), the proposed method can handle the
system properly. Beyond that, Sybil nodes will not

be able to receive a high quality service but because
of their collusion, the entire system will face a
tremendous decrease in the delivered files.

Figure 8. Average of received service in round 200.

The proposed method is examined assuming 30%
free rider user at the beginning of the game. If the
amount of free riders changes at the start of the
game, the performance of the proposed incentive
mechanism will also change. Figure 9 shows the
percentage of users with each strategy in round 200

for different values of the free rider. With up to
40% of the initial free riders, the proposed method
works properly. It has some positive impacts up to
60% of the free rider. However, it loses its
effectiveness from 60% to 80%, and from then on,
it will have a reverse effect.

Figure 9. Effect of number of free-rider on strategy.

In order to investigate the effect of 𝐵𝑖 on the
reputation, regardless of the amount of bandwidth,
the users have been classified into two different
groups: users with 𝐵𝑖 greater than 0.5 and users

with 𝐵𝑖 lower than 0.5. The simulation results by
the parameters in table 1 show that the average of
consumer services of users with 𝐵𝑖 > 0.5 is
greater by about 15%. This means that each user
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can improve its 𝐵𝑖 to get more services. According
to Equation (5), the users with a low bandwidth can
improve their 𝐵𝑖 factor by sharing a large portion
or all bandwidth but the users with a very high
bandwidth can do the same but by sharing only a

small amount of bandwidth. Figure 10 shows the
average of incoming services in two modes. In one
mode, a bandwidth condition is considered, and in
the other mode, a bandwidth has no effect on the
reputation.

Figure 10. Effect of bandwidth contribution formula.

7. Conclusions

The peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing networks
work collaboratively, and lack a central
controller. Hence, various damages threaten
these networks. The free rider users try to use
the system features without providing the
service to the others. The other users may try
to break the system rules by colluding and
providing false reports.
In this paper, a reputation-based method was
presented, while “Sybil attack discovery” was
contributed to the file-sharing game in a
heterogeneous P2P network. In this way, some
limitations have been assigned to the Sybil
nodes, and free riders have been blocked. One
of the reputation factors is the amount of
shared bandwidth.
This factor was designed to protect the users
with less bandwidth, and face no penalty in
case of full sharing. The proposed method
gradually detects the free riders and Sybil. In
the future, the users can be detected more
rapidly by designing trusted nodes in the
network structure. Also adding new factors to
the reputation formula makes the game more
complete.
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یک سازوکار جدید برای تشخیص و محدودسازی گرههای سیبل در شبکههای اشتراک فایل نظیربهنظیر
با پهنای باند ناهمگن
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چکیده:
در شبکههای ا شتراک فایل نظیربهنظیر دو نوع گره غیر مجاز با نام رایگان سوار و سیبل وجود دارد .رایگان سوارها گرههایی ه ستند که ق صد دارند بدون
هزینه سرویس دریافت کنند .گرههای سیبل ،کاربران واقعی با چندین شنا سه تقلبی ه ستند .تکنیکهای گوناگونی مانند تیت-فور-تات و سیبل گارد
برای مقابله با این کاربرها وجود دارد .روشهای پی شگیری از رایگان سواری به سادگی تو سط سیبلها فریب داده می شوند و روشهای فعلی مقابله با
سیبلها تنها روی م شخ صات شبکه تاکید دارند که هیچ ارتباطی با رایگان سواری ندارد .هیچ رو شی برای مقابله همزمان با این دو م شکل وجود ندارد.
بنابراین ،مهمترین هدف این پژوهش طراحی یک روش جامع استت که با کمک نظریهبازیها با هر دو نوع کاربر مخرب به شتکل همزمان مقابله کند .به
عبارت دیگر یه ستتازوکار قاقانه طراحی شتتده استتت که امکان دور زدن آن توستتط ستتیبلها وجود ندارد .مهمترین ایده در این ستتازوکار ،تعریی یک
مرکزیت جدید و روابطی برای میزان اعطای پهنای باند استتت .نتایش شتتبیهستتازی روشپیشتتنهادی نشتتان میدهد که با گذشتتت عمر شتتبکه گرههای
رایگان سوار شنا سایی شده و سرویسهای شبکه برای کاربران سیبل کاهش مییابد .به کمک سازوکار پ شنهادی ،شبکه قادر ا ست حداکثر  %40گره
رایگانسوار و  %10گره سیبل را تحمل کرده و به درستی به کاربران سرویس ارائه کند.
کلمات کلیدی :شبکههای اشتراک فایل ،شبکههای نظیربهنظیر ،رایگانسوار ،حمله سیبل ،مکانیزم انگیزه.

